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The Foot Ladies...

Ray of Hope Educational Services, LLC
d/b/a

RAY OF HOPE ACADEMY

Bring you two workshops:
Personality Analysis Thru’ The Feet (Foot Reading 101)
Reflex Work and Plantar Fasciitis
Foot Reading 2-day

Foot Reading
Workshop

Learn the fascinating secrets of your feet.
Feet reflect personality and emotions.
Gain insight into what is going on with your clients & you

$285

—-

April 13-14
San Diego

See how thoughts - good or bad – shape your life…
and show up in your feet!!

Reflexology Work &
Plantar Fasciitis

Reflex Work & Plantar Fasciitis 1-day

$195

What you will learn is…

April 15
San Diego

P.O. Box 161, Belgium, WI 53004
(414) 436-4673 (HOPE)

ROHES2011@gmail.com
RAA Member School #5498
ARCB CEU Provider #P00157
A Training Clinic for Reflexology and other Natural Therapies.

Do you have a spur? You may be feeling like you are
having difficulties moving ahead.

— Find out what different colors on your feet mean.

How to determine what ‘type’ of Plantar Fasciitis they
have by where the pain is located. There are lots of
different kinds of ‘foot pain’.
— Learn what muscles in the foot & leg may be the root
of the problem & what to do with them.
— Learn the latest in Foot Taping
— Reflex work specific to the problem.
— Set up a plan for working in office & at home
—

Registration is being taken
NOW , these classes fill up
quickly

Ask about the smokin’ discount you get
$14.95 + S/H
order your copy now:
www.TheFootladies.com
Both workshops are also offered through the
Int’l. Inst. of Reflexology Specialty Classes program
CE’s provider for Nurses, massage, ARCB

Bobbi Warren, NBCR, TFTdx
Reflexologist since the 70’s
Reg. Director - Int’l. Inst. of
Reflexology for 30+ yrs.
Past RAA President.
Bobbithefootlady@gmail.com
or 619-723-5276 for registration &
questions

Florida’s new logo.
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Leadership Training

May 4-5, 2019

Possible exciting adventures available for you in Memphis when attending the Leadership Training on May 4 & 5, 2019.
Clockwise: Levitt Shell 2 by Craig Thompson/Memphis Convention & Visitors Bureau (MCVB); Interior of Cannon Center
for Performing Arts by Jack Kenner/MCVB; Memphis Botanic Garden by Linda Zucker/MCVB; Memphis Originals Dance
ILM Mural 7 by Louis Tucker (Ziggy)/MCVB; Jade Ship at Belz Museum of Asian and Judaic Art (stands nearly six feet
tall) by Steve Roberts/MCVB; American Queen landing at Beale Street Landing (Largest steamboat ever built) by Andrea
Zucker/MCVB.
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Editor’s note: The article Ear Reflexology:
Lend Me Your Ear! on page 23 of the RAA
Winter 2019 magazine has an incorrect link to
the Free Handout - the correct link is http://
bit.ly/crs-raa - there is NO period after the
link. We regret any inconvenience.

RAA’s Mission Statement
The Reflexology Association of America
(RAA) is a nonprofit organization that
promotes the scientific and professional
advancement of reflexology. The organization’s mission is to elevate and standardize
the quality of reflexology services and
education available to the public.
The Reflexology Association of America
works to unify, promote, and advocate for
its members, state reflexology associations,
and proponents. RAA’s vision is to create
one national movement toward greater
excellence, integrity, research and public
safety.
Spring 2019

PRESIDENT’S MES“Adaptability is about the powerful difference between
adapting to cope and adapting to win.” Max McKeown
It’s been my pleasure to be part of this amazing organization and working
with such incredible individuals who are so committed to the reflexology profession
and to RAA. I have learned so much in my four years on the RAA Board and am so grateful for the support
individually and as a member of the RAA Board. As we end the first quarter, it is clear that 2019 will be the
year of change and many “firsts” for RAA.
As RAA honors the past and builds toward the future, we acknowledge that there has been a lot of
change and we expect that change will be part of the norm as RAA grows and evolves. Some changes may
seem significant while others may be minimal, all the while the pace of change continues to increase and at
times is more than may be comfortable. With change there are opportunities to evaluate current practices
and strategies for the betterment of the organization. The RAA Board is preparing for the annual face-toface meeting prior to the Leadership Training in Memphis. There is much to consider as RAA implements
business strategies to ensure the sustainability and growth of the organization to better serve the RAA
members, state associations, and the reflexology profession.
The RAA Board is very pleased to welcome Stefanie Sabounchian as the RAA Treasurer and Jasmin
Jahal as the Administrative Assistant who is job sharing with Amy Ito. RAA is embracing the opportunity
for new perspectives and we are looking forward to working with Stefanie and Jasmin. RAA is also fortunate to have several prior board members involved as committee chairs providing a great opportunity for
sharing knowledge and experience. RAA is also very appreciative of the volunteers, some are prior board
members, and some have been volunteers for some time, while others are testing the waters by dipping
their toe. A John Heywood quote “Many hands make light work” has been embraced by the RAA board.
We hope that that we can continue to attract volunteers to support RAA and continue to build a depth of
knowledge, improve communication and collaboration, and empower committees to consider and bring
their proposals to the RAA Board.
The Leadership Training is just around the corner and RAA is excited to announce a very special
guest speaker Delmar Johnson! Delmar will be the guest speaker on Saturday, May 4 at the Leadership
Training in Memphis, TN from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm. Delmar is the owner of HR for Hire and has over
twenty years of experience working with big corporations and small businesses, and nonprofit organizations. Delmar will be covering topics such as Leadership, Conflict Resolution, and Self-Motivation. Check
out her website: www.delmarjohnson.com. Other topics such as Engaging Volunteers will also be a topic
that will be explored during the Leadership Training. We hope to see you there!
The Membership Committee and the Administrative Assistants are also busy working on the membership renewal campaign. The campaign will be focused on memberships that are expiring vs. the entire
membership. Additionally, the campaign will include a variety of communication methods, such as, postcards, emails, Facebook, and of course there’s a membership form in the magazine. The Administrative
Assistants have also worked to make it easier to identify when your membership will expire. Check out
your magazine mailing label which should have your membership expiration date. Now is the time to renew to ensure you retain your membership and benefits including the magazine, discounts, leadership
training, and conference discounts.
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Communication is very important and RAA is continuing to leverage the speed and power of email
blasts to share information as quickly as possible and identifying “Call to Action” requests. We encourage
you to review your profile for accuracy so that you can receive all of the notifications. A recent example
was a call to action to The Department of Health and Human Services Pain Management Best Practices
Task Force asking for public comment on its recent report entitled “Draft Report on Pain Management
Best Practices: Updates, Gaps, Inconsistencies, and Recommendations.”
A big first for the reflexology profession! On behalf of the RAA Board, in February, 2019, I had the
opportunity to participate in the World Reflexology Consortium. It was a Skype call with five countries
represented: Australia, Canada, United Kingdom, New Zealand, and the United States. I was so pleased to
be participating in this milestone conversation where reflexology associations were sharing information
across the five countries. The membership numbers range from 80 professional members to up to 5,000
members. Each country shared their reflexology definition which are very similar, while the training hours
are vastly different with hours that range from 110 hours to New Zealand’s 1,200 hours including case
studies. This was a unique opportunity to bridge connections across countries to learn and share information. The World Reflexology Consortium is planning to reconvene in May and I’m looking forward to
future conversations. I have already seen the vision of RAA having a membership of 5,000 members. Can
you see the vision and would you be willing to help grow RAA’s membership?
Another first for RAA and ARCB is the Integrative Health Policy Consortium (IHPC) event where
Iris Aharonovich, RAA Legislative Chair and Tish Gilmore, ARCB Director represented RAA and ARCB
and shared reflexology with legislators and their staff during the event on Capitol Hill! Iris is committed to
reflexology and her persistence over the last nine months is paying dividends. First RAA became an affiliate with IHPC. and then participating in the event on Capitol Hill! And that’s not all!, Iris has now been
granted permission to conduct a webinar which will have significant exposure with major integrative
health organizations. A BIG THANK YOU to Iris and Tish for representing reflexology. Such huge milestones for the reflexology profession!
And there’s more! The Definition Committee is revisiting the reflexology definition previously approved by RAA, ARCB, and NCRE. The Definition Committee has representatives as follows:
Tish Gilmore representing the American Reflexology Certification Board (ARCB);
Kelly Urso representing the National Council for Reflexology Educators (NCRE);
Debbie Hitt representing RAA; and
Donna Mumm representing the Delegate Assembly.
Tish Gilmore, Definition Committee Chair has led a very focused and collaborative effort with the
intention to provide a definition that can be used across the country. No small task indeed!! The committee has searched definitions around the world and presented information to the Tri-Board forum (ARCB,
NCRE, and RAA) and the Delegate Assembly. Based on the feedback received thus far, the committee has
done great work; however, there’s still more to do and the committee will be meeting again in April.
I would also like to share that when the RAA Board met last fall for the annual face to face, there
was much discussion about branding and public relations concepts to more broadly promote RAA, educate the public, and to share the value that RAA provides to members. As a result of those conversations,
much work is in progress on the website and in the Membership Committee. In addition, the RAA Board
will be announcing a new logo very soon!
Best wishes for you,
Debbie
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Finally! Spring is here! So grateful.
Seems this year, winter chilled me more
than usual. Maybe it’s just that Ohio
weather is colder than in Maryland.
We have so much good information
packed into this issue. Hope you enjoy
it. As you will read, Legislation is fast
becoming or has become a topic that we
all need to be able to understand the process and take
appropriate action, so that we can continue to work in
our chosen field of reflexology. Read about the many
states that are currently involved in some legislative issue. See if there’s anything you can do to help. RAA Legislative committee works endlessly for us on these issues.
We have a new Board member and a new administrative person to assist Amy. Please see their write-ups,
along with the more in-depth report on current Board
member, Michele Melnick. I personally want to thank
Judy Deal, our outgoing admin, for all the excellent assistance she has given to me.
Then there’s the exciting news that RAA was invited to the IHPC event in DC where Iris Aharonovich
and Tish Gilmore worked on feet at the U.S. Capitol!
Debbie Hitt also has very exciting news in her President’s
report. Be sure to read about your Board’s current initiatives.
And, my favorite section, State News, is always
so informative and fun.
Happy reading and happy Spring!!

RAA COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Affiliation: Cyndi Hill
Delegate Assembly Liaison: Cyndi Hill
Education: Michele Melnick
Elections & Nominations: Wendy Decker
Ethics & Grievances: Melody Pearson
Leadership Training: Stephenie Cooke
Conference/Events: Connie Hubley
Legislative: Iris Aharonovich
Membership & Benefits: Melody Pearson
Public Relations: Stephenie Cooke
Technology/Website: Wendy Decker

RAA Magazine is published by:

Reflexology Association of America
Contact: www.reflexology-usa.org
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org
Phone: 608-571-5053

From the Editor
Karen Kirts, NBCR (OH)
Dear Readers,
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RAA’s Definition of
Reflexology
Reflexology is a protocol of manual
techniques, such as thumb and fingerwalking, hook and backup and rotating-on-apoint, applied to specific reflex areas predominantly on the feet and hands. These techniques stimulate the complex neural pathways linking body systems, supporting the
body’s efforts to function optimally.
The effectiveness of reflexology is recognized
worldwide by various national
health institutions and the public at large as a
distinct complementary practice within the
holistic health field. (RAA 2016)
Spring 2019

INVESTING IN STUDENTS, THE ASSOCIATIONS AND
THE REFLEXOLOGY PROFESSION
Debbie Hitt, NBCR (OH)

As an educator, I realize the importance of being a member of the reflexology
community. I can remember having a lot of questions once I completed my reflexology
certification. Two years after my certification, I joined the Reflexology Association of
Ohio (RAO), formerly known as the Ohio Association of Reflexologists. It was an incredible opportunity to meet and learn from other reflexologists. Sometime later, I learned of RAA and
also joined RAA.
Networking and meeting other reflexologists provided me with support, the opportunity to learn
from others and to ensure that I was receiving reflexology which I think is critical for self-care. Joining the
state association and then later becoming a member of RAA was life changing.

I have found it beneficial to enroll all of my students as student members of RAO and RAA. From
my perspective it is an investment in my students, the two associations, and the reflexology profession as
a whole.
The biggest concern that I’ve heard from other educators about enrolling their students is the cost
as many schools limit the number of students and reflexology schools don’t have a large profit margin. So,
I thought I would share how my process has evolved to date:
In the beginning, I would split the fee for the state association with my students. This would be similar
to a six month fee for students vs. the full year. Most students gladly filled out the application and
wrote a check for their share. Effective, yet it created more administrative work than I had time
for.
As my school grew and my time became more limited, I needed to find a more efficient and effective
method for me to enroll students in both RAO and RAA. After many internal brain storming sessions, I opted to include the membership fee for both RAO and RAA in the class tuition and this
approach has worked beautifully. My students have been excited and appreciated the enrollment
as they become part of something much bigger. I’ve also been so pleasantly surprised by their enjoyment of seeing their name in print in the Reflexology Across America magazine. They love receiving their membership packet from both RAO and RAA and knowing that they have support
from a much larger group of fellow reflexologists.
We, as educators, have an excellent opportunity to invest in our students, the associations, and the
future of reflexology. Such a small investment can have such a big impact on new reflexologists and the
profession as a whole! I hope other educators will consider making the small investment by sharing the
association fees or by including them in your class fee.

“An investment in knowledge
pays the best interest.”
Benjamin Franklin
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NEW RAA BOARD MEMBER

Stefanie Sabounchian (CA)
Stefanie Sabounchian was born and raised in Germany where she worked
for eight years as a medical assistant. Her first introduction to reflexology was in the
late 80’s in Germany when she attended a four-day class on foot reflexology. Since
then, reflexology has become an integral part of her life. After moving to the United
States in 2000, she earned her certificate in the Flocco Method - Integrated Foot Hand Ear Reflexology and
became nationally certified with ARCB.
Stefanie has a thriving full-time reflexology practice in the greater Los Angeles area. Since 2008,
she is one of the core instructors at the American Academy of Reflexology. She has also taught Foot Hand
Ear Reflexology at several other schools, as well as internationally in Germany, Switzerland and Portugal.
She is past president of the Reflexology Association of California and vice president of the World Reflexology Foundation.
As a public speaker and published author, Stefanie continues to educate the public about reflexology. She sees RAA as an important national organization to help our profession to become stronger and recognized as an accepted and respected therapeutic modality.
Stefanie, NBCR & Auriculotherapist, may be found on www.reflex2relax.com and her published
book is Press Here: Reflexology for Beginners by Quarto Publishing.

NEW RAA ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Jasmin will be job-sharing administrative duties with Amy Ito.

Introducing: Jasmin Jahal (IL)
Jasmin is a dance instructor and studio owner in Chicago for the past 30 years.
Last year, due to an injury, she discovered reflexology.
A friend referred her to Mr. Larry Clemmons, whose
skills reduced her pain levels so much, she was inspired to pursue a career in reflexology herself.
Newly certified by the Healthy Soles School of
Reflexology in Illinois, Jasmin recently started her
own practice. She is excited to join the team at RAA.
Check out her website: www.BloomN2wellness.com .
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REFLEXIONS FROM THE DAC DESK
diane Wedge, Delegate Assembly Coordinator (MA)
The RAA Delegate Assembly (DA) at Work - Communicating and Sharing!

The Delegate Assembly (DA) Wants YOU!
National delegates from across the country representing their state association memberships meet monthly
via conference call. RAA President Debbie Hitt (OH) introduced us to the Zoom conference call and going forward,
we will have the ability to see each other during our meetings - so fun! The Delegate Assembly members would love
for YOU to join us. Will you be the next delegate from your state?
RAA Affiliated State Associations are required to have two delegates. Senior Delegates well-represent the
great states of Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, Oregon and Wisconsin and we seek to find their junior
Delegates. We are also asking for two delegates to step-up from Arizona, Rhode Island (two are on the way!)
and Virginia affiliates. The rest of our affiliates have two delegates representing each of those states.
The RAA non-affiliated membership (from all states with no state association or from states having an unaffiliated state association) are represented by only two delegates. These two delegates are selected from a nominations and elections process conducted especially for the non-affiliated RAA Professional level members by the DA
and the RAA. Watch for it and accept your nomination!
Along with attending our monthly conference calls, delegates are asked to update RAA records by identifying
their state's new Board of Directors names, positions and email contacts annually and to sit on a RAA committee.
Experience has taught us that we delegates can kill two birds with one stone by sitting on the same committee for the
state we represent along with the RAA committee we choose. This permits us to share experiences, strengths and
new ideas with more people. It saves us from duplicating errors.
The RAA Board of Directors who, year after year, have maintained the continuity necessary to lead our national organization in a way that presents the discipline of reflexology to the general public as the stand-alone PROFESSION we all strive to make it, provide us with positive and productive examples of leadership to emulate. Delegates receive tremendous support to represent their states from our national leaders. Watch for huge announcements from active RAA committees (the standing Membership Committee and the ad-hoc Definition Committee)
coming soon. The DA is proud to report that delegates participate and contribute to these committees!
Would you like to be an Affiliated State Association Delegate? How about one of the two Unaffiliated States
Delegates? Would you like to learn how to develop your Unaffiliated State Association into a RAA Affiliated State
Association? Do you want to learn how to start a membership organization in your state? How about, "May I simply
be on a committee to start off my volunteering contribution?" The DA can help! If your needs are beyond the scope
of our abilities, the DA guarantees you that we will find the exact person or group to help us find the ways to help
you!
No matter where you reside, no matter what is or isn't going on in your state, YOU have something to contribute and the Delegate Assembly will help you to find the perfect spot for you to step-up to do your part to achieve
our collective goal - nationwide recognition that the discipline of reflexology is, indeed, a stand-alone PROFESSION.
For more information on any aspect of this article - and no question is too small or too large - please write to
me at dianeWedge@Reflexology-USA.org or DelegateCoordinator@Reflexology-USA.org.
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REFLEXOLOGY MAKES PREMIER APPEARANCE
AT THE U.S. CAPITOL DURING INTEGRATIVE
HEALTH POLICY CONSORTIUM (IHPC) DAY
THANKS TO IRIS AHARONOVICH (MD) AND TISH GILMORE ( SD)

The Integrative Health Policy Consortium (IHPC) is
a dynamic, collaborative group that is working toward
promoting patient centered, prevention-oriented health
care nationwide. The IHPC has been in action since the
early 2,000s presenting and lobbying to Congress. Their
mission is to eliminate barriers to health.
They are urging Congress to provide support for the
infrastructure and research needed to create an integrated
healthcare system that gives people access to all forms of
health care that are safe and well-regulated.
Once a year the IHPC invite members of Congress
and congressional staff to an event held on Capitol Hill to
brief, educate, and demonstrate integrative therapies.
Therapies such as traditional Chinese medicine, chiropractic, yoga, therapeutic
massage, cranial sacral and naturopathic medicine. Now, thanks to a very persistent Iris Aharonovich,
they have added reflexology to this list.
Iris first became aware of the IHPC website in April 2018, after Linda Frank, from Washington
State, mentioned the organization to her. Iris saw that this group was trying to bring awareness to complementary disciplines of health and wellness and knew that reflexology deserved a seat at this table. Iris
combed through the IHPC website and saw that it was recommended to call and talk to congressional representatives and senators and ask that they join the Integrative Health and Wellness Caucus. So she did.
She spoke with everyone she could think of and in doing so she finally connected with the interim executive director of the IHPC. From there it was ten months of back and forth emails where Iris pled the case
to allow reflexology to be included.
At first the IHPC did not consider reflexology to have all of the elements in place to be a bona fide,
official, formal profession. But Iris addressed each and every one of their concerns, one by one. She told
them of the state exemptions we hold and of the current reflexology laws. She informed them that we have
a national certification process with the American Reflexology Certification Board (ARCB), state associations and a vibrant national association the Reflexology Association of America (RAA). She told them
about the National Council of Reflexology Educators (NCRE) and the work that they were doing. She
worked very closely with Christine Issel, who continues to support and inspire Iris at every turn.
This year’s event was held Wednesday March 6, 2019 in the Rayburn House Office Building on Independence Ave in Washington DC.
One month before this event was to take place, a call came from the executive director to Iris to let
her know that the event this year would include reflexology. Iris was elated. Her hard work and dogged
determination had opened the door for our entire profession.
Iris Aharonovich and I (Tish Gilmore) attended the event. Iris was gracious
enough to let me stay at her home in Rockville, Maryland for the occasion. Rockville
is just outside of Washington, DC and has a Metro stop making the trip into the city
very convenient. We spent the afternoon of March 5th talking about and planning for
the next day. But in reality Iris had already thought of and planned for everything.
The morning of March 6th was cold in Washington, DC. But neither the wind
nor the cold temperatures dampened our enthusiasm for the day. We took the Metro
into the city and carried everything we would need in a wheeled carry-on sized piece
of luggage and a big black bag. We arrived early, which was a good thing as the line to
get into the building was backed up with people waiting to get through security (see
photo on right).
The room in which the event was held was small. It was to accommodate two massage therapists,
two acupuncturists, two cranial sacral practitioners, two chiropractors and a yoga representative. Each
modality was given a small area of the room. Each group had the use of two chairs and a table. The areas
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were separated out with free standing screens. These screens provided some privacy for the participants.
We were not allowed to bring reflexology chairs or tables because the space was so small, but also because whatever we brought had to fit through the security X-ray machine at the front of the building.
We got busy setting up shop and as I have mentioned, Iris had thought of everything. She quickly
set up our table with reflexology brochures, pamphlets, and business cards. We had abbreviated intake
forms and waivers all designed ahead of time by Iris and copied and made available by the IHPC. Forward thinking Iris had even ordered and brought small collapsible folding foot stools so that the participants would be more comfortable.
However, the thing that really differentiated our reflexology area from all of the other disciplines
in the room was that our table had a computer program that Iris and her daughter Ayellet (a fourteen
year-old computer whiz - who is beautiful, brilliant and polite) had designed specifically about reflexology
and how reflexology is different from massage. This was made specifically for this event. This program
was displayed and looped continuously on a computer screen on our table and was incredibly professional in the background. This power-point presentation was extremely well done. No other modality in the
room had taken the time to prepare a presentation.
With our small area set up we were ready to begin. We were to give 20-minute mini sessions from
10:20 a.m. until 2:20 p.m. A memo had been circulated ahead of time and people were allowed to sign up
to try these different disciplines. Massage was fully booked first. But reflexology came in second and Iris
and I were well engaged for the four hours. We used the time to talk as much about our profession to as
many people as we possibly could and to demonstrate our very best work.
Not only were we able to represent reflexology to the people working on Capitol Hill, we also were
able to meet and make connections with members of the other groups who were there representing their
own particular fields.
After the event was over, the IHPC had organized a time for Iris to meet face to face with her representative from the state of Maryland. We walked over to the Hart building and Iris met with staffers
from Senator Chris Van Hollen’s office. She was able to share the above mentioned power-point presentation and she urged that reflexology be considered when, in the future, complementary disciplines are
put forward.
After this meeting, we walked again back to the Metro and made our way back to Rockville. Luckily we got a seat on the Metro and we both found ourselves quiet and reflective about the day. Iris turned
to me about halfway home and told me that she had plans to make next year even better. I believe she is
already planning to do just that. This day spent with the Integrative Health Policy Consortium was an unmitigated success. We have Iris Aharonovich to thank for this. She told me repeatedly for the two and half
days I got to spend with her that education is the key to moving the profession of reflexology forward. She
said we all must look for every opportunity big or small to get the word out about reflexology.
Please take the first opportunity available to visit the IHPC website to learn more about this incredible group of people. They are doing
wonderful work.
You can follow this link to their website: www.ihpc.org
Finally, the power point presentation that Iris and her daughter
Ayellet created is posted on Iris’s website. You can see it by following
this link: http://www.footnsoul.com.
So far it has been shared
over 450 times and has been
RAA’ s video and pamphlet display
seen in Ireland, UK, Israel
Australia, Canada and the
US. Iris is receiving thank
you messages from all over
regarding the reflexology
power point. She, indeed,
deserves one from us all.

Tish demonstrating how we relax
folks and make them feel better.
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ADMIN CORNER
Amy Ito (CO) and Jasmin Jahal (IL)
Membership Renewal
Please go to the RAA website (https://reflexology-usa.org). Members must log in to renew their
memberships (please see the Winter 2019 RAA magazine for these details). There is an Application and Renewal
tab with two drop down options. The first is Membership Applications which is for new members and provides information about the different membership levels, online and print applications. The second option, shown below, is to
Renew Your Membership. You can print an application or renew online.

Once you log in you’ll see the Renew Your Membership tab within your profile. That link leads to a page for Online
Renewal or Print a Paper Application.

Online Renewal has two drop-down menus. The first menu defines the type of renewal, a change in membership
status or a reinstatement of an expired membership.

The second menu lets the admin team know how to send the updated membership certificate and card. Once both
responses have been selected, click next.
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Select the correct membership level application and complete the renewal.

Multiple memberships must each be renewed in a separate transaction while logged into the corresponding account.
This requires that you log out of one account and log back in to the next. If this procedure is not followed, one or
more memberships may not be recognized as renewed.
To renew online a credit card payment will be required using Paypal. RAA does not accept credit card payments
directly and this third party option provides a secure and easy way to make your payment.
We encourage all our members to renew and pay online and to receive their certificate and ID card electronically.
This saves us time and money which ends up giving us more resources for member benefits such as future events
and conferences. RAA is a nonprofit and we appreciate every member’s willingness to use our electronic resources
for cost savings and efficiency.

RAA WEBSITE & MEMBERSHIP ARTICLES
Website Committee – Looking for volunteers
RAA's website committee is looking for assistance from individuals that like to ideate and problem
solve! If you know Wordpress or other web builders, that's great, if not there are a number of other areas
where we could use your help. Like to write? We could use someone to help manage the RAA blog. A blog
is a great way to improve visibility of the RAA website. Improved visibility means more people see the
members' directory, a good thing, right?
Additionally, we're evaluating ways to take advantage of technology to improve the efficiency of the
website and database. So if you have any experience or know someone who has experience, we'd love to
hear from you. Or if you want to help us improve the public/membership experience by checking things
out and providing suggestions, we'd love to hear from you.
Contact Wendy Decker at: RAAWebsiteChair@reflexology-USA.org.

Being on the Winning Team!
July 1st will be the start of the new year for RAA. The RAA Board would like to thank each of you
for your financial support, volunteer hours, professionalism and healing gifts in the year that is closing.
We all know that one of life’s realities is budgeting: money, time and energy. RAA cannot exist without the
part each of you plays on our team. We are all working toward recognition and acceptance for reflexology’s
role in health and wellness. We accomplish so much more together than separately. We invite you to consider all your budgets and continue with us as we move our profession forward and bring our gifts to more
people.
Renew your membership!
Join a committee!
Get involved in your state association or get one going!
Write an article for this magazine!
Do research and submit it here!
Observe World Reflexology Week!
Attend the Leadership conference in May!
Budget your time and money for our 2020 conference in New Hampshire!
Imagine what we can do together!!
Contact Melody Pearson at RAAMembershipChair@reflexology-USA.org .
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RAA BOARD MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Interview questions by Lynn Watson, Staff Writer

Michele Melnick (IL)
How did you become interested in reflexology:

tions such as, “When do you harvest a
beet?” and “Why are my carrots so stubby?” (Answer to latter question has to do
with planting full size carrots in a one-foot
tall raised bed. Beginners mistake!)

I have always had an interest in complementary/alternative medicine and therapies,
and became interested in reflexology when our
local high school offered introductory classes
on many different subjects, reflexology being
What book or books on reflexology and reone. I took the classes and was sold. My basic
lated topics are you currently reading:
reflexology education includes three different
My go-to reflexology reference book is Beryl
schools with differing theories and practices. I
Crane’s “Reflexology-The Definitive Practitioner’s Manulove integrating parts of all three into my sessions. Variety
al.” I also read and re-read Chris Stormer”s “Teach youris the spice of life!
self Reflexology” and “The Language of the Feet.” In both
As a nurse, I worked for many years in different
books she includes wonderful emotional and spiritual inhospital settings, then moved to the public school system terpretations of the feet.
(also as a nurse). My current “day” job is providing vision
Share a little about your family:
and hearing screening for preschool and elementary
My husband Joel and I have been married for 35
school students and I’ve been doing this for about eight
years.
We
have four great children: Sam (and Ali), David,
years.
Sophie, and one sweet mutt—Lucy. Our kids are all emOne of the most humbling experiences I have had
ployed in the STEM field, and Joel is a physician trained
as a reflexologist was to be able to provide reflexology and
in nephrology. Last year we moved (5 miles away) to a
its amazing benefits to my first instructor during her last
very old house with lots of winter surprises. It has been
year of life. It was a blessing to be able to provide, with my
quite an adventure!
hands, something she had taught me with hers. It was truHow have you benefitted from being a part of the
ly a full-circle journey.
RAA team:
What is your favorite type of client and is your
practice full time or part time:
I really love all clients! Whether they start a sentence at the beginning of a session and put a period on
that long sentence at the end of a session; or pop in the
chair, exhale and close their eyes; as long as they are getting what they need from the experience, I’m good!
Currently, I have a very small practice where I
travel to clients’ homes. I’ve also spent the last 7-8 years
volunteering and providing reflexology to clients at the
local cancer wellness center, where we care for people
from all walks of life.

Being part of the RAA board has been an interesting and exciting adventure. I have learned to be a better,
more constructive and patient listener, and learned to reWhat are your other interests and passions:
spect and be open to the opinions of others. I also now
I am an avid, happy knitter, and if you ask my
understand how teamwork really works! Many hands and
family, probably a yarn hoarder. I love biking and garden- minds make a great task much easier.
ing at our home and synagogue community gardens. In its
I would absolutely encourage everyone to get infirst year of the community garden’s existence we were
volved
with
RAA and/or your state association. It will
able to donate over 400 pounds of produce (from just 2
open doors to a new world, move you just a little out of
raised beds) to a local food bank. We also spent a fair
amount of time “tech” farming with Google, asking ques- your comfort zone and be a great experience.
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BOOST YOUR BUSINESS

Tips from your Public Relations Committee
Submitted by Committee member Linda Frank, RF, NBCR (WA)

Market your reflexology services to other CAM practitioners
to build your referral network
Sending postcards to chiropractors, naturopaths, and acupuncturists in your area can be
a great way to build your referral network and to boost your business. I created a brief informational postcard that included an invitation for a complimentary reflexology session as soon as I
got my national board certification from ARCB. I also sent the cards to podiatrists in my area.
Though I had only one “taker” for the comp session – a chiropractor who has sent me
many clients throughout the years and continues to do so to this day – I also received several referrals from a naturopathic office to whom I’d sent the card. That office of multiple ND’s and an acupuncturist had
also invited me to share office space with them.
While I’d opted to offer a free session on my cards, which I was willing and able to do since I was just starting
out, you alternatively could offer to take them for coffee or tea to learn more about them and their business and to tell
them a little about you, your business, and reflexology. That way you’ve potentially gained a professional to whom
you might refer to when you perceive your client could benefit from a complementary modality additional to reflexology, and you’ve let them know that you’ve got a service their clients may benefit from additional to theirs. After meeting, you both may decide to barter services with one another, and then instead of just giving a service, you also get
one (although the chiropractor who took me up on my offer for a comp session afterwards offered me a comp session,
so it turned out to be the same kind of win/win).
I used Vistaprint to create my postcards. They offer easy templates to work with and they run regular sales,
sometimes site wide or sometimes on various products – although Vistaprint’s prices are pretty reasonable anyway. I
just did a quick check and at the time of this writing, they’ve got 50 cards for $7.49. They also offer the service of
mailing the cards for you (I had mailed my own, so I’ve no notion as to how easy or not that process might be).
Opening a new office – or the release of a new piece of reflexology research – are additional opportunities to
send a postcard to stay present in the minds of other CAM practitioners in the area.

Low-cost giveaways clients love.
When I was still a reflexology student, a sister student, Robin Jones, gave me a couple of little bouncy balls to
roll around the hands. I gave all but one to my practice clients, and noticed how delighted they were to not only get
something useful, but get it for free! I ordered a gross of the “bouncy balls” and have been giving them to clients ever
since. Price per ball: 10-15 cents.
The balls I gave out are at https://amzn.to/2Hbpesx. These are showing as different in color/style than the ones I
gave. https://amzn.to/2IPlMGy These are 27mm; I'd also ordered at one time 32mm but didn't like the size as much
as 27
These finger rings, which are great for stimulating neck reflexes, are showing 10 for $2.19! - https://
amzn.to/2C6ifO9
These are 20 for $3.99 - https://amzn.to/2UivNgD
I've purchased from both vendors. Can't remember if one of these was the company that took long, long time to ship.
But in any case, the price has come down ridiculously!
Hand roller - https://amzn.to/2tP2Zk5
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RAA LEGISLATIVE BRIEF
Christine Issel (CA) and Iris Aharonovich (MD)

The odd years are always busier than the
even years as bills are introduced into state legislatures. Right now we have activities pending
or are watching that could affect the practice of
reflexology in CA, CT, CO, IA, LA, MA, ME, NC,
NE, NV, OK, OR, TX, SC, UT & WA. As much as
possible legislative work is conducted through
our in-home desks. Iris Aharonovich, RAA
legislative chair, joins Christine Issel, ARCB
legislative chair, as the two organizations work
closely together. The two were joined by students of the recent Legislation 101 course and
also contribute to monitoring state and local ordinances: Wendy Decker, Kelly Urso, Adrianne Fahey, David Henry, Cheryl Burke,
Nancy Zitko and Jamie Lynn Thompson
and co-instructor Julia Dollinger. It is hoped
the RAA Delegate Assembly will join in this effort. If you are interested in working in this arena please contact Iris. Your help will be welcomed!

exemption
for nationally
certified reflexologists. All other reflexologists in Frederick
City have to register.

Iowa— In spite of an exemption for reflexology
from the state massage law, Cedar Rapids has
an ordinance pending. Pat Barrance and Jamie Lynn Thompson have continued their
educational work by attending community
meetings on human trafficking and introducing
themselves to the City Councils across Iowa to
help safeguard the reflexology exemption. This
demonstrates that constant vigilance is necessary even with a state exemption.

Montigny’s bill defines bodywork as practices
that include touch, words or directed movement,
including reflexology. It would also set minimum
educational standards and requires any course of
study be approved by the state. In addition, the
bill would allow law enforcement authorities to
have regular access to establishments if a business is suspected as a front for human trafficking and prostitution.

Massachusetts—Shannon Brisson, MAR
president, notified RAA and ARCB that
SD1840: An Act to prevent human trafficking
and sexual exploitation in bodyworks establishments that aims to do away with the current exemptions in the law has been re-introduced by
the sponsoring senator from the 2018 session.
Other professions are in opposition to the bill
filed by Senator Montigny and Attorney General
Maura Healey. A Change.org petition by the MA
Coalition of Holistic Healthcare Practitioners to
stop the bill garnered more than 2,350 signatures.

Reiki practitioner Rita Glassman said,
“Licensing is not going to stop it [human trafMaryland—In September, Frederick City
Council was working on an ordinance to require ficking and prostitution]. The way to stop it is to
take away the demand.” Citing it is a law enregistration for reflexologists based on the huforcement issue. Montigny believes any inconman-trafficking issue. The proposed ordinance venience, “Does not outweigh our obligation to
would be in spite of an exemption in the state
save lives and stop the prolific and wellmassage law for reflexology under the designa- documented instances of sexual exploitation and
tion of energy work. Maryland Reflexology As- human trafficking at the many illicit facilities
sociation president, Pam Fagelson, spoke be- across Massachusetts. It is inconceivable that
fore the council and presented written testimo- any legitimate practitioner would not welcome
ny. She worked with the Sponsor’s administra- effective regulation and oversight.” Healey on
tor and County Attorney to align nationally cer- the other hand said the bill would “help to legitimize law-abiding healing practitioner,” while altified reflexologists with the other nationally
certified practitioners already exempt from the lowing the Department of Licensure to inspect
facilities, investigate complaints, conduct license
proposed legislation. The council approved an
checks and shut down illegal fronts.
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Both RAA and ARCB wrote position papers
against the previous bill and appeared and gave
testimony at the Joint Judicial Committee
hearing last July. “We expect to do the same
this year,” says Julia Dollinger. “This bill is
impractical with all the different disciplines to
be governed, there must be a better solution.”
Minnesota—Minnesota is one of only four
states that does not have a massage law. The
AMTA legislative committee continues in its
endeavors to write a proposed bill for the 2020
legislative session. “The current proposed bill
includes an exemption for reflexology,” states
Iris Aharonovich.
Nebraska—A public hearing on LB 347 exempting reflexology from the massage law is
scheduled for March 20th. Sponsoring Senator
Murman argues, “Currently, reflexologists have
to go through the same training as massage
therapists. This bill would allow them to be exempt from licensing requirements. This will
eliminate a needless occupational licensing
hurdle and help create jobs for reflexologists in
this state.” The reflexology field has been working with Sarah Curry of the Platte Institute
since 2017 to get the bill passed. The first step
was going through the 407 process in 2018.
Now the bill has been re-introduced. This
proves that while the steps to change at any
governmental level are the same, it is a time
consuming process.
Nevada—In 2017, the legislature passed
amendments to the existing massage law calling for the licensure of reflexologists by October 1, 2018. This created the fifth state law for
reflexology. Within the law, reflexology was
granted one seat on the nine-member massage
board. Nancy Zitko represents reflexology.
Nancy reports 37 reflexologists have been licensed so far.
North Carolina—In June, Phaedra Neely,
David Henry, Julia Dollinger and Christine Issel met with Charles Wilkins, attorney
for the North Carolina Board of Massage and
two board members to discuss the board’s intention in 2019 of eliminating the exemption
for reflexology under the guise of helping law
enforcement with the problem of illegal, illicit,
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and unlicensed persons offering reflexology as
a front for human trafficking. North Carolina
Reflexology Association (NCRA) president
Cheryl Burke is working with NCRA members above and Tacy Apostolik, Cyndi Hill
and Judith Nourse and non-members to create a strategy to deal effectively with this challenge. This includes hiring lobbyist Jessica
Proctor and associates with contacts in the legislature who will sponsor a bill this session.
Texas—The Massage Board requested that the
Department of Labor and Regulations (DLR)
license reflexologists under massage in the next
Strategic Plan developed by the department. A
Strategic Plan is a document upon which fundamental decisions and actions of a department focus on for its future work and goals. In
essence, effective strategic planning expresses
where a department is going and the actions
needed to make progress in achieving its goals.
Diana Foley, president of the Texas Reflexology Association, created a packet of information about reflexology and sent it to the attorney in charge of creating the Strategic Plan.
Foley also organized a MoveOn.org petition
signed by 870 to recognize that reflexology is a
complementary modality internationally recognized as an acclaimed, organized and researchsupported profession. Diana had a lengthy
meeting with the DLR executive director Brian
Francis, Carla James, Colleen Tran, and Mary
Winston. Francis stated three times reflexology
would not come under massage in DLR’s work.
“We are guardedly optimistic,” reports Foley.
Washington—Liz Pyle, Washington Reflexology Association legislative chair reports that
House Bill 1848 has been introduced by Rep.
Jenkin. It is a bill to amend the reflexology and
massage law (RCW18.108) to exempt foot zone
therapy from reflexology certification. The bill
includes the following definition: "Foot zone
therapy" means a service that is limited to applying pressure with hands and zoning tools
from the ankle down to the bottom of the feet
based on zoning maps. Linda Frank of Tacoma wrote her legislator stating: “This bill goes
in the wrong direction. It would undo the WA
Legislature's attempt to help curb human trafficking and protect the public from untrained
or poorly-trained practitioners via the current
reflexology law passed in 2013.”
Spring 2019

WELCOME!! New RAA Members!!

Professional

Associate Student
Susan Day, OH

Melanie Giangreco, VT

Laci Evans, OH

Machele Pelkey, IA

Gretchen Franklin, OH

Stephanie Tsanas, NV

Holly Lewis, OH
Jami Stewart, OH

Associate Practitioner
Daylight Kumpa, FL

Carol Willess, TX

Associate Supporter

Barbara Musso, AL
Diana Cossairt, MO
Kassy Killey, IL
Donna Metzler, IL

RAA Administrative Office

1809 Rutledge, Madison, WI 53704
www.reflexology-usa.org
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org

Phone: 608-571-5053
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The Amazing Expandable Shoe
By Linda Frank, RF, NBCR (WA)
As I left my chiropractor’s office a few weeks ago
I espied a very unique-looking little shoe on Dr. Kahrs’
countertop.
Noting what appeared to be the shoe’s wide toe
box along with an interesting, almost exotic-looking toe-protecting flap a la
something out of ancient Egypt or Persia, I asked Dr. Kahrs about the shoe.
“Oh, this is ‘The Shoe that Grows’ that I take to Kenya with me on my volunteer trips. The organization even ships them there for me. I just raise the
funds for them. Fifteen dollars buys one pair for a child that will last them as
their feet grow through five sizes.”
For adults as well as children
I opened an email dialogue with the CEO of the company that makes “The Shoe that Grows” (aka GroFive
Expandals) and learned that the shoes are now available for the public to purchase – both for children, as well as for
adult men and women. GroFive has a chart from which adults can select their set shoe size. The shoes are $49 a pair
with an option to add-on a “giveback” donation for a pair for a child in poverty here in the US.
Potentially great for clients with splint or bandages on their toes
After receiving a prototype of the shoe, a single shoe that I
was surprised to find amply accommodated my very wide duck foot, I
got to thinking this shoe could be very useful for people who’ve hurt, or
had surgery on, their toes. They could buy a pair that was larger than
they’d normally need in order to accommodate bandaging or splinting
and snug up the other GroFive Expandal to fit their unhurt foot. Once
healed, snug up that Expandal for long term use of the pair.
Also great for clients with differently-sized feet.
Last Friday, I measured a new client’s feet with my Brannock
device and found a size and half difference between her left foot (size 6
heel to toe and heel to ball) and her right foot (size 7 heel to toe and
7+1/2 heel to ball). I have a friend who’d spent about $800 to have a pair of shoes made for her unmatched size 9
and size 10 pair of feet. My new client asked if she should buy two different sizes of the same shoe so that each foot
could have its appropriate size. I happened to look up at the GroFive prototype sitting on my office table and realized, “Wow, this sandal could affordably serve those with differently-sized feet, too.”
I haven’t had a chance yet to “road test” the GroFive Expandals because I have only one shoe on hand (or
on foot – pun intended!). But I’ll be ordering my pair soon since they just started shipping at the end of February.
And there’s also always an opportunity to donate $15 to buy a pair for a child in need. Shoes that won’t
dislocate children’s toes like so many shoes do (except for Softstar children’s shoes, which are great for non-sandal
weather and are customizable in terms of colors and little signatures like stars or hearts on the shoes.) So far, the
nonprofit Because International has donated nearly 175,000 pairs of The Shoe that Grows to children in almost
100 countries.
Here’s one little girl’s story from the Because International website: “Ludi is 12 years old and lives in
Haiti. Her lifelong dream is to become a teacher. But school is five miles away and shoes are required to attend. Some years, Ludi had shoes and could go. Other years, she didn’t. Because of The
Shoe that Grows, now Ludi always has a pair of shoes that fit. She can attend school and pursue
her dreams.”
Thanks, Because International and GroFive (and Oregon-made Softstar shoes as well) for
helping me to pursue my dream of helping children get into shoes that won’t dislocate their toes and
elsewise set the stage for the many foot pains and problems that nearly 80% of Americans say they
experience.
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RAA CONFERENCE 2020
BRIDGING CONNECTIONS THROUGH REFLEXOLOGY
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE

April 24—26, 2020
Liz Malone, RANH Vice President, RAA Conference Committee
The theme of the 2020 RAA Conference is “Bridging Connections Through Reflexology” and will be held in
Portsmouth, NH, which was founded in 1623 and is situated on New Hampshire’s Seacoast. It seems a perfect location because there are three bridges spanning the Piscataqua River connecting New Hampshire with Maine. The
Memorial Bridge is the first “truss bridge of its kind” and the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge is a “lift-span bridge” with a
renovation that was completed in June of 2018. The third bridge is the Piscataqua River Bridge, the tallest of all, and
is part of Interstate 95. All three bridges are visible and within walking distance from the conference hotel.
Portsmouth’s downtown area has a variety of restaurants with outside decks, unique shops for tax free shopping, street musicians, museums, and the historic Music Hall with a wide array of entertainment options. While in
Portsmouth you may want to take a tour of the harbor, go deep sea fishing, or go on a whale watch. If you are more of
a land lover walking the brick lined sidewalks of downtown, stopping at shops and coffee houses will suit you. A
stroll around to Strawberry Banke which is a living museum and Prescott Park with its breathtaking harbor views
will delight.
As we get closer to the conference, more detailed information will be provided on things to see and do in and
around Portsmouth.

Three tug boats in the Portsmouth harbor.
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ENERGY MEDICINE:
The Science of Subtle Interactions
Jacqueline Lyczewski, RF, NBCR (WA)
Living on the eastside of the
Cascade Mountains in Washington
State can create some difficulty in allowing some of us to attend classes of
interest in the Seattle area on the
Westside. ‘Seattle Reflexology & Massage Center’ to be exact. Not their
fault, it’s just that the weather tends to
be unpredictable at times, especially
in the winter!

What is it? Can you see it, feel it or
measure it? Neil took us through the
common everyday way of thinking
towards energy with an explanation
on other levels that are beyond our
everyday views.

His approach is more along
the lines of a professor who teaches
and provides ‘facts.’ Not in a way that
you would think someone who is in
In March of this year Neil
the fields of parapsychology and paraMcNeill presented a class on ‘Energy
normal education would present the
Awareness and Reflexology.’ My sister information to you. Oh, didn’t I menreflexologist, Mary Pruitt, and I found tion that?
the class to be quite intriguing. We
I found Neil’s approach very
would have gone but at the last minute the mountain changed its mind. refreshing. I was given a sense that
Neil wants us to walk away with the
It snowed – a lot – and the roads
facts and truths from scientific studclosed. So an alternative was to wait
until another class was available, how- ies, which gave me a whole new perever, that too was also in the midst of spective. And we as reflexologists and
winter. Or we could lure Neil McNeill practitioners are always being challenged by the public questioning what
to the Eastside! And come to the
we do and requesting proof through
Eastside he did!
‘research.’ So, I could very well relate.

Jacqueline Lyczewski, Neil
McNeill, Mary Pruitt
So on a Saturday we gathered
together at Touch Education Therapy
in Richland, WA to partake in the
world of this substance we call
‘energy.’ Neil provided us with a class
just as intriguing and interesting as
we had hoped for! The class, ‘Energy
Medicine: The Science of Subtle Interactions,’ come to find out was a two
day class packed into 8 hours! What a
treat! And a lot of information!

Neil makes you question
yourself and your surroundings and
think differently towards what this
thing is that we call ‘energy.’ It’s very
real. It is not this invisible, strange,
and maybe even scary, thing. He suggested we even think about our environment and how local geomagnetic
fields are healing. Don’t forget the lunar cycles! To think that even the
anatomy of our energetic system and
how powerful we are can change the
shape of water crystals simply by our
thought (consciousness) and heart
energies (intent) is very powerful. If
you’re not familiar with this, check out
Dr. Masaru Emoto’s water experiments online.

Touching on topics such as
grounding and clearing ourselves, Neil
guided us through grounding, clearing, and boundary meditations to
practice prior to working on our clients. So what happens when you connect with your client? How do our enExplaining to us about energy
ergies interact when we touch them?
flow, the body and the electrical and
What do you ‘feel’? Do you or your
magnetic field frequencies that are
client feel buzzed? Do you receive
generated, Neil presented information
shocks or darts throughout the body?
very down to earth from a ‘scientific’
Do you see ‘it’ (energy) as something
point of view and its findings. Starting
that fluctuates, flows or swirls? Do
with, what does energy mean to you?
you taste it? Or even smell it? A lot to
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take into consideration. Energy can
engulf us and energize us or drain us.
And surprising enough, there were a
number of us that experienced these
sensations during our hands-on work
that day.
Energy work has always been
an interest of mine, knowing that it
exists everywhere with everything.
Energy in itself is quite fascinating!
And now that our society is finally
catching up with us, a class that integrates our practice with the topic of
‘energy’ was a means to explanations
for those that are non-believers.
Quantum Touch, Reiki, and Healing
Touch, to name a few, are being requested now in hospitals and cancer
centers.
I think it would have been an
incredible evening to sit and visit with
Neil after our class. But I think our
sponsors that helped bring Neil to the
area (Jan and Doug Cozens of Touch
Education) may have had other plans
and kept him all to themselves. I can’t
blame them. Neil has an energy about
him, all to himself. And a sense that
makes you wonder, just how much
does ‘he’ know, or see or feel?
I hope to take the trip to Seattle sometime in the future for further
classes of Neil’s. Hopefully it won’t be
snowing this time, or at least the
weather may cooperate and give us an
open window to venture once again
into the educational realms of Neil
McNeill.

Neil McNeill, RF is a certified
reflexologist in private practice in
Kent, WA. He has been a core instructor at the Seattle Reflexology & Massage Center since 2007. If you would
like to know more about Neil McNeill,
his websites are:
www.MedicineBearHealingArts.com
www.ParanormalStudies.org
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Memories of Fred Coen
Jan Benson, ND
My husband & I were saddened to read about Fred’s death in the last RAA Magazine. We also received a letter from Fred’s wife, Lucy DiPonzio, informing us of Fred’s
unexpected and sudden passing. She shared that Fred “cared greatly about all of his client’s health & well-being” as she now prepares to empty his shop. From our experience
we know how much he cared and will miss him & his passion for reflexology.
We first met Fred while attending my first RAA Conference in Denver in
2010. There were two other attendees from North Dakota but we had not connected
when the opening session began so I was sitting at a table with a variety of people I did
not know. At the break I stood & began to look around. As I turned, I found myself about
two feet away from Fred, who immediately made an impression on me. For those that
knew Fred you will understand. He was unique in many ways.
We greeted one another & began to visit. Quickly I realized that there was something special about Fred and
that my husband, Mike, should meet him. I told him that I’d love for him to meet and evaluate my husband if he was
willing. He was very happy to do so. My husband had had a double compound fracture of his left tibia and fibula
when he was about 20 and skied into a tree. The repair done back then was not very good and left him with one leg
about 5/8’s of an inch shorter than the other so that he always walked with a limp. Orthopedic surgeons and chiropractors helped manage his gait over the years but other than orthotics they had very few other suggestions for him.
Fred told me that he became a shoe & sandal maker working as an apprentice to a shoe maker who survived
Nazi Germany by making and taking care of Nazi officer’s boots. Fred worked with him for many years. Later he became a pedorthist, which is a professional who has specialized training to modify footwear and employ supportive
devices to address conditions which affect the feet and lower limbs. He later became a reflexologist. All of this gave
him many ways to help my husband and others.
The following day Fred spent over an hour evaluating how Mike walked, measured his legs, studied his feet
& made plaster molds, etc. Ultimately Fred built up the shoe Mike wears on his left foot and also made an orthotic to
help him “walk without a limp.” That was Fred’s goal for Mike & it has had a major impact on how my husband
walks.
Fred was always passionate about reflexology. He loved to share his knowledge whenever given the opportunity. He was the President of the New Mexico Association of Reflexologists (NMAR) & a member of the Delegate
Assembly until shortly before his death. In 2013 he wrote a 2- part series about Pioneering “The Quantum Reflexology Matrix,” found in the 2013 Spring issue on pg. 12. Part II is in the Summer issue on pgs. 23-27. In the earlier
issue you can also read about the interesting project NMAR did for WRW on page 23. In 2014 NMAR helped bring
the RAA Conference to Santa Fe, NM. Fred also enjoyed the experience of attending at least one International Reflexology Conference. We last saw Fred at the conference in Anchorage in 2016 & will remember him always.

Cheryl Burke
sent in these
two photos of
Fred that she
snapped at the
2016 RAA
Conference
held in
Anchorage,
Alaska.
Left: Fred
working on
someone’s
hands. “Such a
beautiful man
we lost.”
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Is Risk Reversal Worth the Risk?
Karen Ball, NBCR, LMT (FL)
Risk reversal has many definitions, depending on
Guarantee your service!
the arena in which it is being used. For example, in the
investment industry it is commonly used to describe a
Clearly state what you promise
strategy that protects against unfavorable price moveto deliver: i.e., that they will feel
ments.
better or feel more relaxed after
Practitioners in the field of somatic practices sel- their reflexology session.
dom use risk reversal, yet it is one of the easiest and
most cost-effective ways to build your practice.
Think of a risk reversal as simply a guarantee.
But, let’s back it up for a second and look at the
motivation behind buying.

You are not - and cannot - guarantee that you
will end their anxiety, or promise a perfect night of rest
or improved digestion or reduced pain.

You are guaranteeing that they will feel better for
having received a reflexology session from you. And that,
People make the decision to purchase everything I assure you, is worth a lot!
based on two factors:
Tell the client that you will not accept payment
1. The perception that what they are about to
unless
they
are satisfied.
purchase will solve their problem or, at least, enhance
their life in some way.
Risk Reversal and Referrals

Why People Buy

2. The level of risk associated with buying such
product or service.

I always guarantee my services, and I’ve never
had anyone tell me they wouldn’t pay. I don’t think that
The first factor is covered by your ability to edu- most people are looking to cheat me out of a free session.
cate the public as to the benefits of reflexology. You must And if someone was not satisfied with my service, well,
that would be okay too. If what I have to offer doesn’t
passionately believe in the power of reflexology, know
make someone feel better, than I’m not the person for
your stuff and be able to deliver.
him or her.
The second correlates to your willingness to
REVERSE – or as I like to think of it, ELIMINATE - your
What I have experienced from verbally
customer’s risk.
offering a guarantee is:
(How many times have you shelled out hard* relief that there was no financial risk
earned cash for services and/or products that claimed to
be able to “fix” your problem, only to be left unchanged
* increased confidence in reflexology, and
and less flush? I have, more times than I wish to admit,
and believe me it doesn’t feel good and leaves me dis* complete trust in me.
trustful of many products and services out there.)
When I suggest to reflexology students that they
Add to that the free promotion that comes from
guarantee their services, I am usually met with wide-eyed this satisfied client telling everyone about reflexology and
alarm. Alarm that usually comes down to FEAR. Fear of the guarantee that I gave them. Can’t beat it!
not being able to deliver.
And frankly, I don’t understand that.
If you understand the physiology of the body and
how reflexology affects the body, why can’t you guarantee
that an individual will feel better after the session than
when they arrived?

People Want To Feel Better!
It’s that simple. Whether it’s to eliminate anxiety,
get a good night’s sleep, improve digestion or eliminate
pain, they want to feel better!

So, if risk reversal sounds scary to you, I invite
you to challenge yourself and move beyond your comfort
zone. Try it with your next new client. And after they
happily pay you for the session, ask that new client if they
have any friends, family or colleagues that also deserve to
feel better (or whatever you guaranteed). If they say yes,
ask them to pass along your card. And here’s another
guarantee:
Promise them that you will provide their friends
with the same quality service you extended to them.

So guarantee it!
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The Latest News about Human Trafficking
By Linda Frank, RF, NBCR (WA)
The arrest of a professional sports team owner for buying sex at the Orchids of
Asia Day Spa in Jupiter, Florida has opened up floodgates of publicity about the Chinese
organized crime ring that’s been trafficking Chinese women into many of the estimated
9,000 illicit massage and reflexology storefronts believed to be operating around the US.
Here’s what we’re learning:

•

Ads are placed on Chinese websites advertising jobs in the US. The women have no
idea as to what the jobs are, but since some if not many are already in debt, they
apply. Many if not most speak little to no English.

•
•

Many are made to work 6 or 7 days a week, sometimes putting in 11-hour days.

•
•

The women are regularly rotated from one spa to another.

•
•

The spa owners often take a lion’s share of the earnings. Some workers were only paid per sex act.

•

In the recent Seattle bust, 26 Chinese women did want protection and escape from their indentured servitude.
They have been given sanctuary at a Seattle church. Seattle law enforcement and the FBI are now coordinating
with South Florida law enforcement to see if they can penetrate more deeply into the Asian trafficking cartels.

•

Last Friday I got a call from YELP saying they’d fixed their reflexology listings and asking if I wanted to advertise.
For the umpteenth time, I told them that even if I needed more business, I couldn’t/wouldn’t advertise because
some of the places on YELP claiming to do reflexology were engaging in prostitution and I therefore don’t want to
be associated with them (because YELP places ads onto competitor’s pages).

•

As soon as I ended the call I checked the YELP listings in Tacoma for reflexology, and sure enough at the top of
the page, the first sponsored business that came up was Treat Your Feet, which is the salon that was busted twice
in the same month – the salon that I wrote about in the Summer issue of Reflexology Across America.

The women are apparently flown in via JFK Airport to my hometown of Flushing, NY, which gained a Chinatown
in the late 1970’s that’s now larger than Manhattan’s Chinatown. While I don’t recall one Asian child in any of my
classes in elementary, middle or even high school, Flushing’s population is now 44% Asian. According to Seattle
news about a large recent bust of 11 massage spas that offered prostitution, some of the women are then shipped
via Los Angeles for work in West Coast spas.
The women live either in the spa, sleeping on the massage tables and cooking with hotplates, or they are ferried
by owners or others to an apartment where they all live together. Some workers are charged “rent.”
The spas sometimes change owners or addresses, especially if there’s been a bust, as was the case for a spa that I
previously wrote about called Treat Your Feet. It was sold right after the owners were indicted for organized
crime, possession of illegal firearms, and prostitution. Although the workers in that case were believed to be trafficked, they didn’t want law enforcement protection so trafficking charges, to my knowledge, were not included.

I emailed YELP management via the only email address provided, which was for customer service, to give
them links to the articles about their advertiser Treat Your Feet getting busted for prostitution. I also included links to the stories about Orchids of Asia and the other FL spas recently closed.
I suggested to YELP in my email that perhaps they could require those claiming to do reflexology that they
have to email a copy of their reflexology credentials or massage license in order to be listed. Or, at least for
YELP to create an icon that would indicate that that business had submitted their credentials, much in the
same way that Thumbtack has that “extra” denotation so that those wanting only someone licensed/certified
can see whether a practitioner is indeed credentialed. I’ll let you all know if I’m able to dialog with YELP
management.
When Reflexology Across America editor Karen Kirts yesterday sent me a link about the Seattle busts and
asked me if I’d like to write an 11th hour article for this issue, I got right to it because the more we all know about the
(Continued on page 27)
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trafficking cartels and the expanse of their network, the better we can educate the public and guide them to credentialed reflexologists and massage therapists. Here’s something you might consider doing, from my article
about trafficking in the Summer Reflexology Across America:
“On your website, you might include a line under your reference to being a member of RAA and/or your
state, which states: “These organizations accept only trained, credentialed reflexologists as members. Always ask
those advertising reflexology where they trained and what organizations they are members of to avoid being
worked on by untrained and possibly-exploited persons.” You might include a link to the RAA/ARCB online brochure: Identifying the Legitimate Reflexology Practice - https://bit.ly/2TJXm5y. RAA has printed copies of the
brochure that you can acquire to display in your office or at health fairs, etc., and ARCB has a new brochure
about trafficking as well.”
The large Seattle bust didn’t go after the johns in addition to the salon owners like Florida law enforcement did, but I think the fear of men potentially getting caught frequenting such places – in addition to knowing
of the horrors the trafficked women face – might serve as deterrents.

And maybe sooner than later our country could have a conversation about the pros and cons of legalizing
prostitution. According to one of the articles I researched, “New York is also among the places seeing growing
support for decriminalizing and even legalizing sex work, as is the case in parts of Nevada and Europe.” In
addition to helping to reduce negative health impacts for sex workers and their clients, legalization might (and I
do stress “might”) help to undermine the traffickers’ exploitation of women unwittingly and unwillingly being
forced into such work and such work having to be done under the guise of massage or reflexology.
If you’ve not seen the film The Whistleblower starring Rachel Weicz, I highly recommend it in spite of its
difficult subject matter. The true story is based on Kathryn Bolkovac, a Nebraska cop who served as a peacekeeper in post-war Bosnia and outed the United Nations for covering up a sex trafficking ring. The movie enables a
kind of gut-experience of the traffickers and the trafficked. After seeing it, I was so enraged by the actions of
those who exploit the vulnerable that I considered enrolling in law school. If I’d been 20 years younger at the
time, I just might have done so. In writing this article I realized that writing about trafficking is at least a small
way that I may be contributing to bringing the exploiters to justice and bringing justice to the victims.

-— To request the articles researched for this commentary, contact Linda Frank at
Linda@reflexologyforbetterhealth.com or RAA editor.

ALL PRESIDENTS !!!!!

SAVE THE DATE
The next Presidents meeting
May 19th at 8pm ET
For more information contact Cyndi Hill, Affiliation Chair.
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STATE NEWS
FLORIDA— FAR
Karen Ball, NBCR

Florida is off to a good start. In the first 18 days of our campaign, 27 people registered and paid for a founding
membership. The Board is very encouraged by this response and grateful for the support of Florida’s reflexologists.
The inaugural roster includes (so far) 18 Professionals, 3 Practitioners, 3 Schools, and 3 Students.
To incentivize people to act quickly on our invitation to join, we extended the opportunity to all members to
vote on the two logo designs the Board had chosen if they took a membership within those first 18 days. The logo you
see above in the top right corner is the one our members chose.
Our membership campaign included two other key benefits that folks responded well to. The first was an extended membership, with first renewal not due until July 1, 2020. The second was a generous 15% discount on weekend trainings in reflexology this year from the International Institute of Reflexology, Laura Norman Holistic Reflexology Programs and the Academy of Ancient Reflexology. All benefits of membership will be listed on our website currently under construction.
On another front, FAR Secretary Gail Lanning submitted to Florida’s new governor a proclamation to designate February 24 as Eunice Ingham Day. Since Ms. Ingham lived and worked part of her adult life in the Sunshine
State, it felt necessary to the Board that she be honored in such a way.
Discussions are underway about how to fire up our members to participate in World Reflexology Week.

MARYLAND—MDRA
Robin Taney (PA)
I love the training I have done in the past that was
organized by the Maryland Reflexology Association
(MDRA). It’s always a great experience and I learn fresh,
new techniques. This March 2019 was no exception. The
MDRA invited Sam Belyea, founder of The Foot Whisperer Reflexology Institute, South Tampa, Florida. (See
class photo below.)

related to the emotional are such a Brite Light to those of
us who truly want to guide our clients to a better quality of
life. Being enlightened by Foot Reading will definitely be a
life changer for many clients and reflexologists.
Contact Robin, Face, Feet & Hands Reflex Therapy
Specialist, Reading, Pa.
www.massagebook.com/me/robin-taney

I had seen Sam on social media for some time. I
For more information, contact Sam Belyea at
was always intrigued by him each time I watched a video
The Foot Whisperer Reflexology Institute
or read a post he had written. When I heard Sam was comhttps://www.footwhisperer.com
ing to Maryland, I quickly
signed up. I am so
THRILLED that I did. Sam
has such a way of putting you
at ease. I was mesmerized by
his approach to reflexology
and by the technique he
invented that totally Blew My
Mind!
The way Sam explains Foot Reading was easy
to understand and accept. I
know for a fact Foot Reading
is and will be a very important part of my practice.
Foot Reading combines the
physical and emotional maps
to the feet, hands, ears and
face. The simplicity of the
grid and how to look for the
physical markers that are
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STATE NEWS
IOWA—RAIA
Linda Schroeder
METAMORPHOSIS by Linda Schroeder, IA
Maryejo del Meijer traveled from California to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and presented METAMORPHOSIS to
the RAIA group in October, 2018. There were at least 12 attendees coming from many areas of the Midwest.
We all became more aware of what Metamorphosis has to offer to self and others assisting with blocks or
being stuck to clearing, which like reflexology is a process. Some of us took the opportunity of having a session from
Maryejo before or after her class. For me it was very life changing in recognizing calmness in myself and ‘letting go’
of blocks in patterns, being in the womb to the birthing process.

Metamorphosis is an approach through which one can become more balanced and let go of limiting patterns
that keep us from living fully and joyfully in the present. This approach consists of a gentle touch which works with
the reflex of the spine through the feet, hands and head.
On our spine we carry the cellular memory of the nine months that we developed in the womb (gestation
period.) The spine carries the first patterns of how we feel about ourselves, how we deal with being in the world and
how we handle change. Being wounded (is just a block). A block can be cleared, to move it. The spine holds the blueprint of who we are. Through life we continue to live out and manifest these patterns.
This is usually a gentle organic unfoldment that manifests in its own perfect timing and helps people bring
out their own unique potentials. The process can be compared to the “morphing” of a caterpillar into a butterfly.
The physical correspondences are: Pre-conception, conception, post conception, pre-birth and birth. Can I
handle what I am doing? Time of change, moving forward, what is next in life? No accident-slow down.
We also discussed the physical characteristics of the feet, which again we know from reflexology. The aim of
Metamorphosis is to clear blocks and bring wholeness and balance in self.
Maryejo del Meijer studied with Robert St. John whom is author
of Metamorphosis A text book on Prenatal Therapy.
All in all, the
week-end was very
enlightening and
educational and
added another “tool”
to my tool box. I encourage you to research this topic for
making a difference
in your line of work
- assisting others in
healing.

Right: Maryejo del
Meijer demonstrating on a happy foot.
Left: Metamorphosis class members: Gig Wisuporn, Paulette
Canney, Jane Skowran, Mary Lokers, Alison Schultz, Judy
Peterson, Rebecca Frey, Janet Latchaw, Linda Schroeder, Jamie
Thompson, and Karen Hageman.
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STATE NEWS
MAINE – MCR
Kate Winant, NBCR

Karen Tibbetts, (standing) our RAA delegate for Maine, spoke to our group at the winter general council
meeting held at the Maine Medical Center in Augusta. The two-hour program was inspired through the business
building works of Tam Veilleux-a local author and business coach.
Karen’s delivery of “the ABC’s of a Booming Business” focused on the three main concepts for infusing
vitality into your work and personal life. Twenty-five professional and associate members took part in a lively discussion during the question and answer portion, which led to a brain-storming sharing of the many personal experiences
of the trials and successes in building a reflexology business.

L-R Karen Tibbetts, presenter, Norma Wieman, Myra
Achorn, Stephanie Karakantas, Claire Guy, Amy
Whittaker

Right: Karen Tibbetts in white and Nancy
Butler-Smith is on left.

A&P of Hands and Arms workshop.
All participants are certified reflexologists,
taking a refresher class. L-R Nancy Butler-Smith,
Nancy Graham, Claire Guy, teacher, Susan
Miller, and Alison Gingras.

Learning about the spine in certification
course at SoleWise School of Reflexology.
Claire Guy and students Kate Brown and
Amy Whittaker.
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STATE NEWS
RHODE ISLAND—RARI
Nancy Bartlett, NBCR
RARI is anticipating a busy and informative year for reflexologists near and
‘further away.’
At our February 2nd RARI meeting, the guest speaker was Sharon Marie Segatore
(shown on right). She shared her background in wellness and discussed ways she has
helped the public understand the benefits of reflexology.
Her wellness career spans over 18 years, practicing, studying and professionally
teaching extensively in the fitness world, the yoga and meditation world, and successfully
progressing into the holistic practices of reflexology and reiki.
These practices can provide a deeply healing experience, positively impacting the person’s overall physical, mental and emotional wellbeing.
On February 9th, we sponsored our annual visit to the University of R.I.’s cadaver lab. Dalia Pucci has
been organizing this for many years with John McLinden and his students. I remember the first time I attended. I
was anxious. It seemed scary and ‘invasive’, etc. I was SO wrong. It proved to be respectful, reverent and an amazing opportunity to learn. I understand now why people donate their bodies to science.
Next up May 3-4 – a Touchpoint Workshop – All About the Spine - with Dorthe Krogsgaard and Peter
Lund Frandsen. For more information: https://www.reflexologyri.com/events/2018/12/3/touchpoint-workshopall-about-the-spine.

SAVE THIS DATE!
THE MAINE COUNCIL OF
REFLEXOLOGISTS
AND
THE REFLEXOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Proudly Sponsor

“Cancer and Palliative Care -

Helping People via Reflexology”
Presented by SUE RICKS
September 7 and 8, 2019
Held in Portsmouth, New Hampshire

For additional information contact
Andrea-603-234-5769
reflexologyassociationnh@gmail.com
or
info@mcronline.org
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STATE NEWS
North Dakota
Jan Benson
While the Conference Committee discussed ideas using bridges for the theme of the 2020 Conference, I came
across this poem. I truly believe we accomplish more working together and helping those who follow in our footsteps.
It is with that thought that I share this poem. Hopefully we can all be Bridge Builders.

The Bridge Builder
By Will Allen Dromgoole

An old man, going up a long highway
Came at the evening, cold and gray,
To a chasm vast and deep and wide.
The old man crossed in the twilight dim,
The sullen stream had no fear for him,
But he turned when safe on the other side
And built a bridge to span the tide.
“Old Man,” said a fellow pilgrim near,
“You are wasting your strength with building here;
Your journey will end with the ending day,
You never again will pass this way;
You’ve crossed the chasm, deep and wide,
Why build this bridge at evening tide?”
The builder lifted his old gray head;
“Good friend, in the path I have come,” he said,
“There followed after me today
A youth whose feet must pass this way.
This chasm that has been a naught to me
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be;
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim,
Good friend, I am building this bridge for him.”

WISCONSIN—IRW
Lila Mueller

Ray of Hope Academy has a new graduate.
Megan Lubach has attained a diploma with
543.5 hours of study at Ray of Hope Academy.
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STATE NEWS
Associated Reflexologists of Colorado—ARC
Amy Ito
If you live in or near Colorado make sure to connect with the Associated Reflexologists of Colorado (ARC)
http://reflexology-colorado.org/
We just launched our new website and hosted our most successful educational event ever! We hold quarterly meetings with two informal opportunities to network and two (February and August) educational presentations, with three ARCB continuing education credits. By moving these presentations to a Saturday morning
we’ve been able to meet the needs of our membership throughout the state and beyond!

We brought in a skilled acupuncturist, Leslie Huddart, L.Ac. (lesliehuddart.com) (below) to provide a threehour presentation on the Emotional Freedom Technique, often termed “Tapping.” This is a technique that will
not only assist us in our sessions with reflexology clients but also help us maneuver through the subtle body and
address the many aspects of life that can “trigger” us.

If you live in or near Colorado, mark your calendars and join us Saturday, August 10 th for a branding and
marketing presentation!
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RAA Affiliates & Delegates
STATE

DELEGATES

STATE

DELEGATES

YOUR STATE

YOUR NAME

YOUR STATE

YOUR NAME

Alaska - AKRA

Chloe Clark-Berry
Marta Tuck

Arizona - AZRA

Looking for 2 Delegates

Ohio - RAO

Colorado - ARC

Cindy Cain
Jacqueline Whitehead

Oregon - ORN

Cindy Rice
Looking for another delegate.

Georgia - GRO

Janice Healy
Looking for 1 Delegate

Rhode Island - RARI

Looking for 2 Delegates

Iowa - RAIA

Janet Latchaw
Linda Schroeder

Wisconsin - IRW

Donna Mumm

Maine - MCR

Karen Tibbetts
Kate Winant

Unaffiliated States
MN, NH, ND, TN, WA

Linda Frank (WA)

Maryland - MDRA

Caroline Klem

Unaffiliated States
CA, IL, NJ, PA, TX

Cheryl Boerger (CA)

Massachusetts - MAR

diane Wedge, DAC
Laurie Hanna

DA Liaison

Cyndi Hill (NC)

DA Advisor

Alison Gingras (ME)

Cheryl Burke, DA Secretary
Looking for another delegate.

The Reflexology Association of America has been serving the needs of its members
since 1995 when forward thinking leaders came together to form a non-profit member association
dedicated to unifying all reflexologists for the recognition, excellence
and professional strength of Reflexology.

Insurance Companies Offering Discounts to
RAA Members
Insurance Provider

Associated Bodywork & Massage
Professionals

Massage Magazine

Contact Information

www.abmp.com
1-800-458-2267
Call for RAA discount!

www.massagemagins.c
om/RAA
1-800-222-1110

Part-time Professional
(under 20 hours per week)

$175.00

$149.00

Professional

$175.00

$149.00
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ADVERTISING and ARTICLE INFORMATION
GUIDELINES FOR WRITTEN ARTICLES:
• Articles written by RAA members take precedence over non-members.
• Limit of two articles per issue from any one author.
• Research articles are limited to two or three pages. Links can be inserted so that readers may read more, if desired.
• Articles must be educational in nature, designed to be informative and related to the practice of reflexology. Articles
focused on self-promotion will be rejected or returned for re-write. Authors will be given credit with contact information
at the end of the article. Authors warrant that they are the originator of the article and give rights to the Reflexology
Association of America to re-produce the article in Reflexology Across America and/or on the RAA Facebook page. RAA
reserves the right to edit, accept or reject any materials submitted for brevity, clarity/relevance and/or accuracy.
• Although it is understood that book reviews will be written from the personal opinion of the reviewer, it is agreed that
the review will be written without prejudice or bias towards the subject and/or the author of the book. Reviewer will
describe the value inherent in the book’s content as well as perceived shortcomings.
• State association reports and photos are limited to one page.
• Photos submitted to accompany articles must be provided as 300dpi.

Magazine publishing
dates:
Summer issue – mailed first week of
July
Fall issue – mailed first week of Oc-

Deadlines for Submission
of Articles and Advertising:
Summer issue – May 20
Fall issue – August 20

Winter issue – November 20
Spring issue – February 20

ADVERTISING RATES:

Articles and/or ads received after the submission deadline
for the intended issue will appear in the following issue, if it
is still timely for the advertiser’s needs. Ads must be in camera-ready format in tiff , Jpeg, or png format by publication
deadline. No pdfs.

Members:

Page dimensions:

Full page: B/W $150 – Color - $180
Half page: B/W $75 – Color - $90
Quarter page: B/W $40 – Color - $48
Business card: B/W $25 – Color - $30
Flyer Insert - $155/1 side - $280/2 sides

Full Page: (9.75” x 7”)
Half Page: (4.75” x 7”)
Quarter Page: (3.5” x 4.75”)
Business Card: (2.25” x 3.5”)

Non-members:
Full page: B/W $195 – Color - $234
Half page: B/W $98 – Color - $118
Quarter page: B/W $52 – Color - $62
Business card: B/W $33 – Color - $40
Flyer Insert - $364

Requirements for ads:
• Ads must be camera-ready in png, Jpeg, or tiff format.
Minor changes to existing ads are charged a $25 design
fee.
• Forward ads to InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org
• RAA reserves the right to edit any and/or refuse any advertisements for any reason without explanation.

RAA Returned Check Policy ~ All returned checks will be charged a $25 processing fee. Complimentary ¼ page B/W ads are extended to ARCB, ICR and Affiliated State Association conferences and events; and workshops conducted in conjunction with the above
organizations, wherein the workshop presenter donates a portion of the receipts to the Association.
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RAA MEMBER SCHOOL LISTINGS
State

School Name

Email

Website

Phone

CA

American Academy of Reflexology

aareflex@aol.com

FL

Academy of Ancient Reflexology

admin@academyofancientreflexology.com academyofancientreflexology.com

(904) 553-4067

classes@lauranorman.com

lauranorman.com

(561) 272-1220

FL,
Laura Norman Reflexology
NY, MA

Americanacademyofreflexology.com (818) 841-7741

IA

Perfect Touch Wellness Center

info@perfecttouchwellnesscenter.com

perfecttouchwellnesscenter.com

(641) 664-1100

IL

Healthy Soles School of Reflexology

Emilee@HealthySolesSchool.com

healthysolesschool.com

(815) 334-8722

ME

Treat Your Feet School of Reflexology info@treatyourfeetschoolofreflexology.com treatyourfeet.com

(207) 626-3338

MO

The Stone Institute

thestoneinstitute.org

(636) 724-8686

NC

The Academy of Reflective Wellness CyndiHill@att.net

theacademyofreflectivewellness.
blogspot.com

(704) 636-4153

NV

Fu Zu Ba School of Massage
& Reflexology

Info@FuZuBa.com

FuZuBa.com

(702) 431-3737

OH

Reflexology Certification Institute

Debbie@ReflexologyCenter.com

reflexologycenter.com

(614) 565-1047

OR

Jill Fox Healing Arts

jill@jillfoxhealing.com

jillfoxhealing.com

(541) 261-4204

PA

Brauer Institute for Holistic Medicine
Reflexology

dorit@doritbrauer.com

www.brauerinstitute.com

(412) 489-5100

TN

Nashville Academy of Reflexology

Nashvillereflexacademy@gmail.com

NashvilleAcademyofReflexology.com (615) 647-7244

WA

Seattle Reflexology

Lois.E.Hensell@gmail.com

Seattle-Reflexology.com

(206) 284-8389

WI

Ray of Hope Academy

ROHES2011@gmail.com

rayofhopereflexology.com

(414) 909-3320

edu@TheStoneInstitute.org

To receive your magazines and your referrals, be sure to go online
regularly to check that your RAA information is current.
You are also able to pay your dues online.

State

Business Name

Email

Website

Phone

CO

Golden Flower Health Clinic

Goldenflowerhealthclinic@gmail.com www.GoldenFlowerPueblo.com (719) 676-2245

GB

Sue Ricks

suericks@suericks.com

www.suericks.com

44 (150) 921-4373

WI

Ray of Hope Academy

ROHES2011@gmail.com

rayofhopereflexology.com

(414) 436-4673
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RAA LEADERSHIP TRAINING
May 4 & 5, 2019

Memphis, Tennessee
Contact Stephenie Cooke - Stephcooke@reflexology-usa.org
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LET’S GET INVOLVED!! JOIN A COMMITTEE!
RAA NEEDS YOU, YOUR ENTHUSIASM, AND YOUR GREAT IDEAS!!!
GET INVOLVED! Be a RAA Volunteer!

Volunteering to serve on committees will help YOU put your leadership skills to work and provide further
training that can only be learned through working for and with others. We hope you will find the perfect
fit for you to express your love of reflexology.

Contact: RAAaffiliationChair@reflexology-usa.org

Affiliation Committee: Assists non-affiliated state associations in their efforts to become RAA affiliates by providing advice and assistance in: bylaw preparation; filing of state and federal non-profit incorporation paperwork; fiscal and calendar year accounting procedures; treasurer bonding, and other necessary paperwork.

Contact: RAAEvents@reflexology-usa.org

Conference Committee: A year-round committee dedicated to presenting the best conference ever!
Conferences are held every other year. You may assist in many activities from beginning to end, including developing a theme, artwork, locating perfect conference site, finding speakers, and assisting at the
conference big weekend.

Contact: RAAEducationChair@reflexology-usa.org

Education Committee: RAA takes a leadership perspective when it comes to education. This committee is charged with examining the various pathways by which to improve and increase educational standards for reflexologists in the United States. Committee members must take into consideration many aspects when developing policies, including access to educational opportunities, cost and state legalities.

Contact: RAALegislationChair@reflexology-usa.org

Legislative Committee: A year-round committee dedicated to ensuring the right of our members to
practice reflexology independently from other professions. Members will train and be able to answer
questions and represent RAA regarding legislative issues facing our profession; instruct state associations
on the importance of a working legislative committee; write position papers, design brochures, create informational booklets, and attend hearings in support of a state association or an individual’s right to
practice reflexology as a separate practice.

Contact: RAAMembershipChair@reflexology-usa.org

Membership Committee: A year-round committee that has the exciting responsibility for showing
reflexology practitioners and proponents the benefits of membership in RAA. It also assists the RAA
board in developing those benefits and identifying populations that would find membership mutually advantageous.

Contact: RAAPublicRelations@reflexology-usa.org

Public Relations: Looks at how RAA represents itself and reflexology to the public. Activities may include developing statements, policies and announcements regarding RAA’s presence on social media,
partnerships with schools and related businesses, and website, conference and magazine advertising
guidelines.

Contact: RAAWebsiteChair@reflexology-usa.org

Website/Technology Committee: This committee is responsible for maintenance and upgrades to
the website and secure storage of RAA’s historical data sensitive member information.
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Reflexology Association of America
Office: 1809 Rutledge, Madison, WI 53704 * Phone: (608) 571-5053
Email: InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org * web-site: www.reflexology-usa.org
NEW MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Membership year: July 1st - June 30th

Please consider joining your state association

CONTACT INFORMATION – PLEASE PRINT
Name:

Email:

Mailing address:

City/State/Zip:

Office address:

City/State/Zip:

Home Phone:

Office phone:

*Website:

Your mailing address is for RAA use, the office address will be used for the RAA online directory. Complete all information as
you would like it to appear. Please check the following box if you do not wish your name to be added to the directory.
□ I do NOT want to be included in the online directory.
MEMBERSHIP TYPE
Professional Membership □ $85 one year □ $160 two years
Professional Membership requires completion of 300 hours of reflexology only training(s), of which 60%/180 hours must have been
in a live classroom setting with an instructor. Professional members may vote, hold office, and be listed in the on-line directory.
OR Associate Membership □ $60 one year □ $110 two years
FOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP, CHOOSE CATEGORY:
□ Practitioner (200 hours of reflexology only training of which 60%/120 hours must have been in a live classroom setting with
an instructor) □ School (Must also have a Professional Membership) □ Supporter (Does not include a certificate or ID card)
□ Student (Must provide school enrollment agreement)
Associate Members are eligible for a listing in the on-line directory.

EDUCATION INFORMATION
Documentation of training(s) by a school, accredited teacher, and/or national certification board must be attached to process
a NEW application.

School name:

Teacher’s name:

Mailing address:

City/State/Zip:

Office Phone:
No. of Hours:
Date of Completion:
Website Address :
Email:
Are you nationally certified by a non-profit reflexology certification board?
Yes
No
Certification #________ Name of Board:_________________________________ Current certification card must be attached.
Please let us know how you would like to receive your RAA Certificate and ID card:

□ Email □ Mail

I want to be a RAA Volunteer (read more about volunteering on page 34).
□ Affiliation □ Conference □ Education □ Legislative □ Membership □ Public Relations □ Website/Technology
□ Other
I verify that I have met the requirements for the level of membership which I am applying and I have submitted all required
documentation. I understand that if any of the above information is found to be incorrect or invalid, my membership will be denied.

Signature:

Date:

RAA reserves the right to verify all credentials. NOTE: Check your state laws/requirements regarding your legal right to practice reflexology.
Please enclose payment or provide payment online along with proof of training if applying for Professional or
Associate - Practitioner membership, and email to: Inforaa@reflexology-usa.org
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Reflexology Association of America
1809 Rutledge, Madison, WI 53704-5542
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org

Terri Mahle, first Iris of spring in
her backyard, Marion, Ohio

The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge in Portsmouth, NH.
One of three bridges that connects New Hampshire to Maine and
you will see during the next RAA Conference.
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